Isolation of lactate dehydrogenase-elevating viruses from wild house mice and their biological and molecular characterization.
Lactate dehydrogenase-elevating virus (LDV) was first identified as a contaminant of transplantable mouse tumors that were passaged in laboratory mice. It has been assumed that these LDVs originated from LDVs endemic in wild house mouse populations. In order to test this hypothesis and to explore the relationships between LDVs from wild house mice among each other and to those isolated from laboratory mice, we have isolated LDVs from wild house mice and determined their biological and molecular properties. We have screened for LDV tissues of 243 wild house mice that had been caught in various regions of North, Central and South America between 1985 and 1994. We were able to isolate LDVs from the tissues of four mice, three had been caught in Baltimore, MD and one in Montana. We demonstrate that the phenotypic properties (ability to establish a long-term viremic infection, low immunogenicity of the neutralization epitope, high resistance to antibody neutralization and lack of neuropathogenicity) of the four wild house mouse LDVs are identical to those of the primary LDVs isolated from transplantable tumors (LDV-P and LDV-vx), which are distinct from those of the neuropathogenic LDV-C. Furthermore, ORF 5 and ORF 2 and their protein products (the primary envelope glycoprotein VP-3P, and the minor envelope glycoprotein, respectively) of the wild house mouse LDVs were found to be closely related to those of LDV-P and LDV-vx. The LDVs caught in Baltimore, MD were especially closely related to each other, whereas the LDV isolated in Montana was more distantly related, indicating that it had evolved independently. The ectodomain of VP-3P of all four wild house mouse LDVs, like those of LDV-P and LDV-vx, possess the same three polylactosaminoglycan chains, two of which are lacking in the VP-3P ectodomain of LDV-C. These results further strengthen the conclusion that the three polylactosaminoglycan chains are the primary determinants of the phenotypic properties of LDV-P/vx.